- Blue background indicates "Idle" mode (i.e., no active call).
- Yellow background indicates outgoing calls.
- Green background indicates incoming calls.
- Red background indicates distress.

**Alert Tones**

- *Refer to the User Manual, 14221-7100-2010, (available online at https://www.harris.com/solution/beon-secure-group-communications-application) for all icons displayed by the BeOn application.

**Maps**

- Displays the Satellite view of the map
- Displays the Physical view of the map

**Contact List Management**

- Contacts: View, add, and delete contacts.
- Audio Option: Specify audio options.
- Legal + Info: Displays copyright and BeOn version information.
L3Harris is unable to and cannot guarantee either the extent or consistency of the wireless coverage and communications of a cellular commercial carrier’s network or other third party network. Nor can it provide the user with the quality of the data service provided. Given the dependence on commercial cellular and third party networks, the operation of the BeOn solution, including location information, is not intended for mission critical communications but rather for administrative needs. The company provides advanced defense and commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains.

L3Harris is unable to and cannot guarantee either the extent or consistency of the wireless coverage and communications of a cellular commercial carrier’s network or other third party network. Nor can it provide the user with the quality of the data service provided. Given the dependence on commercial cellular and third party networks, the operation of the BeOn solution, including location information, is not intended for mission critical communications but rather for administrative needs. The company provides advanced defense and commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains.

BeOn utilizes Google Maps™ as part of its situational awareness capability. Refer to Geographical Mapping for detailed instructions on mapping contacts and groups.

Enable Scanning
When scanning is enabled, all groups in the currently active profile will be scanned on a 15-second basis. To enable scanning, tap the Scanning icon (b) on the Groups or Profiles screen. When enabled, the Scanning icon will reflect an enabled scanning state (c).

Initiate Distress
1. Press Distress on the iPhone's Home screen or in the Status Bar of the iPad.
2. Click On to confirm the distress at the prompt. The distress is initiated on the display, and the group may differ from your currently selected group.
3. If the scanning feature is enabled, an automatic PTT occurs for a configurable length of time following the initiation of a distress on a group. Pressing PTT during this time interrupts the auto-key time.

Depending on the distress behavior defined by the system administrator, you may not be able to change the next call, profile, or scanning until the distress is cleared.

Clear Distress
Only a supervisor can clear a distress for a group. Non-Supervisors can only clear a distress for themselves.
1. Tap the distress indication in the Status Bar.
2. Tap Clear to clear either the distress for yourself and/or for the group in distress (if you have supervisor privileges). If you are not the supervisor, you can only clear the distress for yourself.
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